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The present study describes a novel way of a systematic and objective selection procedure for the development of an Artificial Neural Network-based storm Surge Forecast Model (ANN-SFM) with 5, 12 and 24 h lead times and its application to Sakai Minato area on the Tottori coast, Japan. The selection procedure can guide the determination of the superiority of the best performing model in terms of the appropriate combination of unit number in the hidden layer and parameter in the input layer. In the application of ANN-SFM to Sakai Minato, it is found that the best ANN-SFMs for 5 and 12 h-forecasting are established with the most suitable set of 70 units (the number of hidden neurons) and the input components of surge level, sea level pressure, the depression rate of sea level pressure, longitude, latitude, central atmospheric pressure and highest wind speed. The best ANN-SFM for 24 h-forecasting is determined with 160 units and the input parameters of surge level, sea level pressure, the depression rate of sea level pressure, longitude and latitude. The proposed method of the selection procedure is able to be adaptable to other coastal locations for the development of the artificial neural network-based storm surge forecast model as establishing the superiority of the most relevant set combining unit numbers and input parameters.
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1. Introduction

Storm surges can be a catastrophic natural hazard arising from typhoons/hurricanes that landfall on coasts or pass through near coasts. They induce flooding in low-lying areas, causing casualty on coastal communities and economic loss of coastal facilities, as well as interruptions to economic activities and transports. The severity of the damages will strongly depend on the timing of peak surge levels being generated. If the time-dependent surge level, especially the peak surge level, is predictable with a specific and sufficient lead time, a relevant government service will be able to issue a suitable warning for the evacuation of the local community and planning for the protection of the coastal facility.

Previously, much attention has been paid to the development of storm surge forecast models to provide reliable surge levels to the coastal community prior to typhoons’ landfall. Approaches for the development of storm surge forecast models are mainly to use either physical process-based numerical models (e.g., Luettich and Westerink [19]; Flather [5]; Jelesnianski et al. [8], Kim et al. [10]) or machine learning or data-driven methods (e.g., Lee [16]; Tseng et al. [31]; Kim et al. [13]; Kim et al. [12], Jia et al. [9]). The physical process-based models have the advantage of including physics of storm surge and taking distinct external forces to drive themselves over the machine learning method. However, they are generally time-consuming and cumbersome to be operated. On the other hand, the machine learning method-based forecast models such as an artificial neural network (ANN) are lighter and faster to be operated in comparison to the process-based model (Lee [16], [17], [18]; Kim et al. [13]; Kim et al. [12]; Jia et al. [9]). But, when using these models to study the storm surge phenomena, it is inconvenient and also sometimes laborious to find the appropriate input set between meteorological, hydrodynamic and typhoon-characteristic parameters to efficiently train the ANN-based surge forecast model (ANN-SFM) and accurately get the forecasted surge
level (in this way, a surge level is an output parameter). Because of these reasons, efforts have
been made to clarify relations between input and output parameters when developing ANN-
SFM at specific locations (e.g., Marzenna [22]; Lee [17], [18]; Tseng et al. [31]; Kim et al.
[12]). According to the recent studies for time-dependent after-runner storm surge forecasting
(e.g., Kim et al. [12]), it was shown that the proper input parameters vary with the area at which
the time-dependent surge forecasting is developed through a series of experiments, and
potential combination sets of the input parameters are found. The input parameters also differ
depending on the given lead time for forecasting. In addition, it was found that an ANN-SFM
for a relatively long lead time (for example, 24 hours) is apparently inaccurate in comparison
with that for a short lead time (for instance, 5 hours). In other words, these methods were
developed with some restrictions indirectly applying to other places as a universal ANN-SFM.

According to Dreyfus [4], the following steps are generally necessary to develop an ANN-

based model:

• finding the relevant input parameters;
• determining the appropriate number of hidden neurons (or units);
• selecting the best performing algorithm and its corresponding coefficients;
• determining the proper functions in the hidden and output layers.

A novel classification system has been suggested to improve the accuracy of a neural network.
For instance, Zhang et al. [33] suggested fruit-classification system using the principal
component analysis and biogeography-based optimization with a feedforward neural network.
Wang et al. [32] also proposed a novel computer-vision-based method for automatic detection
of the alcohol use disorder based on wavelet Renyi entropy and three-segment encoded Jaya
algorithm.

Through the entire procedure mentioned above, the development of ANN-SFM

based models is expected to improve the forecast accuracy. However, it will still require a
systematic and objective procedure to determine which factor should be first examined or has
primary impacts on the accuracy of the model. Therefore, the present study introduces the
systematic approach of a selection procedure to seek the best performance combination of the
input parameters in the input layer and the corresponding unit number in the hidden layer for
the lead times of 5, 12 and 24 hours, and applies the selection procedure of ANN-SFM to Sakai
Minato port on the Tottori coast, Japan. The selection procedure suggested in the study is first
to explore potential unit numbers of the hidden layer for each possible combination set of input
parameters, and then to determine the unit number relevant to each set. Finally, the best set of
input parameters can be selected among candidate sets of input parameters. As a result, the best
performance model can be selected with the optimized unit number relevant to the best
combination set of input parameters. The present study is to demonstrate the systematic
selection procedure which can be applied to rather the development of a specified ANN-SFM
at a location in any coastal regions than the development of a universal ANN-SFM. Also, in
view of the selection procedure, it will show the accuracy of the ANN-SFM being improved,
especially, forecasting for a lead time of 24 h, for instance.

This paper is organized as follows: an overview of the artificial neural network is given
in Section 2, and a series of numerical experiments is described in Section 3. In Section 4,
results and discussion are presented. Finally, conclusions are provided in Section 5.

2. Overview of artificial neural network (ANN)

ANN has been widely applied in many prediction and forecast studies in terms of
air quality (e.g., Hanna and Heinold [7]), tides (e.g., Deo and Chaudhari [1]; Lee et al. [14],
[15]), sea level rise (e.g., Makarynskyy et al. [20], [21]), maritime structures (e.g., Mase et al.
[23]), waves (e.g., Mase and Kitano [24]; Deo and Naidu [2]; Mase et al. [25]; Peres et al. [29]),
wind (e.g., Tagliaferri et al. [30]) and tsunami (Mase et al. [26]).

2.1 Artificial neural network (ANN)

The present study employs a feedforward network that information flows in the forward
direction from the input to the output (e.g., Dreyfus [4]). A structure of ANN used in the present
study is commensurate with the previous study (Kim et al. [12]) that consists of three single
layers, namely the input, hidden and output layers, with the use of the back-propagation
optimization technique for training. The Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm is used that has an
advantage in terms of the reduction of computational time among several back-propagation
algorithms (the conjugate gradient method, the scaled conjugate gradient method, the
Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno method and the Levenberg–Marquardt method). Table 1
summarizes the parameters of the Levenberg–Marquardt method. Here, the regularization
method of early stopping is used to avoid either over- or under-learning of ANNs as described
by Mase et al. [26] and Dreyfus [4]: for instance, the training stops when the performance
function reaches a pre-defined threshold (for example $10^{-6}$ m) of the mean squared error
between the observed and predicted surge levels, before it completes the pre-set maximum
10,000 iterations. The functions of hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer and linear transfer are
implemented in the hidden and output layers, respectively. The phases of training and
validating are taken for the surge level forecast with the lead times of 5, 12, and 24 hours. The
test phase is then carried out to evaluate the ANN-SFM with the set of input parameters and
unit number that is determined in the phases of the test and validating. Section 3 will give a
detailed description of the phases for training, validation, and test.

2.2 Input and output parameters
This study focuses on hourly measured meteorological and hydrodynamic parameters, as well as three hourly observed typhoon characteristic parameters. The meteorological parameters consist of the wind speed (m/s), wind direction (m/s), sea-level pressure (hPa), and drop of sea-level pressure (hPa) from undisturbed sea-level pressure (1013 hPa) at five hydrographic stations (Hamada, Matsue, Yonago, Ama, and Saigo in Fig. 1). The hydrodynamic parameter is the surge level (m) at the Sakai Minato station. The characteristic parameters of the typhoon are the longitude (degree) and latitude (degree) of the typhoon, central atmospheric pressure (hPa), and highest wind speed (m/s) near typhoon center. These parameters were collected during three typhoon events of Maemi (2003), Songda (2004) and Megi (2004), whose tracks are shown in Fig. 1, which are regarded as the representative typhoon events on the Tottori coast as highlighted in Kim et al. [11] and [12]. Hiyajo et al. [6] indicated that the surge level with the 100-year return period is approximately 0.63 m in this coastal area. This surge level almost corresponds to the maximum surge levels during the Maemi and Megi typhoon events.

As described in Kim et al. [12], the length of each parameter is 168 hours at hourly intervals. In addition, prior to training, all the parameters were normalized to make them dimensionless in the range between -1 and 1 as listed in Table X.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Initial Value</th>
<th>Parameter Description</th>
<th>Eq.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\eta^t = \tilde{\eta}^t$</td>
<td></td>
<td>Water level</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SLP^t_p = \bar{SLP}^t_p$</td>
<td>1013 hPa</td>
<td>sea-level pressure</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DSLP^t_p = \bar{DSLP}^t_p$</td>
<td>100 hPa</td>
<td>drop of sea-level pressure from average sea-level pressure (= 1013 hPa),</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Eqs. (1) to (9) represent the raw value of the parameter, \( t \) the time, and \( p \) the location, with the symbol tilde (~). All the parameters including the surge level are taken into account as the input data in the input layer, while the surge level with the given lead time is considered as the output data in the output layer.

For each case, three tasks, namely: training, validating, and testing, are carried out to develop the ANN-SFM model with the lead times of 5, 12, and 24 hours. The data length is 460 hourly data. In the process, 75% of all the input and output parameters is used for the training phase, and the remaining 25% is used for the validating phase. The testing phase is conducted to evaluate the ANN-SFM with 25% of all the parameters.

3. A series of numerical experiments

3.1 Data sets for a series of experiments

A series of experiments was carried out with the 12 data sets in order to determine which data set performs best for predicting the surge level with the specific lead time. Table 2 lists those data sets. The data set, \( D_{i=1} \), consists of the surge level (SS), the sea level pressure (SLP), and the drop of sea level pressure (DSLP). In the data set, \( D_{i=2} \), it is the same, but the
wind speed (WS) is added to $D_{i=1}$. In the data set, $D_{i=3}$, the wind direction (WD) is added to $D_{i=2}$. For the data set of $D_{i=4}$, the components of SS, SLP, DSLP, and the longitude (LG) and the latitude (LT) of the typhoon are comprised. In the data set, $D_{i=5}$, the component of WS is added to that of $D_{i=4}$. The data set, $D_{i=6}$, contains all the components in the data set of $D_{i=5}$ as well as WD. The data set, $D_{i=7}$, is designed to include SS, SLP, DSLP, LG, and LT as well as the central atmospheric pressure of the typhoon (CAP) in the data set. For the data set of $D_{i=8}$, the component of WS is added to the data set, $D_{i=7}$. The component of WD is added to the data set, $D_{i=8}$ to construct the data set, $D_{i=9}$. The data set, $D_{i=10}$, consists of SS, SLP, DSLP, LG, LT, CAP, and the highest wind speed of typhoon (HWS). In the data set of $D_{i=11}$, WS is added to the data set, $D_{i=10}$. Finally, WD is added to the data set, $D_{i=11}$, to make the data set, $D_{i=12}$.

For instance, the ANN-SFM that is firstly ($k = 1$) trained by the data set, $D_{i=1}$, with the unit number, $j = 10$, can be mathematically expressed by:

$$N_{k=1}^{j=10} D_{i=1} (\eta^t + \Delta t) = (\eta^t, SLP_p^t, DSLP_p^t)$$

where $\Delta t$ is the given lead time. For simplification, a symbol in parentheses is ignored.

### 3.2 Selection procedure for the best performance forecast model

The present study aims to investigate the effect of the number of unit (or neuron, $u^j$) in the hidden layer on the accuracy of the ANN-SFM that is relevant to the improvement of the accuracy for the forecasted surge level. In order to determine the best performance ANN-SFM with the desired lead time through the data sets, $D_{i=1}$ to $D_{i=12}$ listed in Table 2, the following selection procedure is introduced, as illustrated in Fig. 2:

1. Set the data set, $D_{i=1}$,
2. Set a unit number = 10, \( (u^{j=10}) \) initially where \( j \) indicates the unit number,

3. Train, validate and test one ANN-SFM \( (N_{k=1}^{j=10} D_{i=1}) \), for the data set, \( D_{i=1} \) with randomly given values of weight and bias in the hidden layer,

4. Repeat above the Step 3 twenty times to make the 20 independent ANN-SFMs \( (=N_{k=1,...,20}^{j=10} D_{i=1}) \) by initializing the weight and bias every time,

5. Select the one good performance model among the 20 ANN-SFMs \( (=N_{k=1,...,20}^{j=10} D_{i=1}) \) for the unit number = 10 \( (u^{j=10}) \) in the data set, \( D_{i=1} \), by the indices of Eqs. (11), (12) and (13), which will be shown later,

6. Repeat the Steps 3 to 5 up to the unit number = 200, \( (u^{j=200}) \), with the increment of the unit number, \( u^{j=10} \), in the data set, \( D_{i=1} \),

7. Complete the selection of the 20 good performance models for each unit number,

8. Choose the one better performance model with its better acceptable unit number among the 20 good performance models for the data set, \( D_{i=1} \),

9. Repeat the Steps of 1 to 8 for the data sets, \( D_{i=1} \) to \( D_{i=12} \),

10. Select the 12 better performance models and their dependent unit numbers for each data set and,

11. Decide the best performance model with a combination of the relevant unit number and data set among the twelve better performance models chosen in Step 10.

It is found that the ANN-SFMs that are trained and verified by the same unit number and data set predict slightly different surge levels because the initial weight and bias are randomly given and then adjusted through the training phase, which will be shown later. Thus, the present study proposes the selection procedure to judge the best performance ANN-SFM.

The selection procedure consists of two parts to decide the best acceptable unit number and data set. First, the data set, \( D_{i=1} \), is prepared in Step 1. The initial unit number = 10, \( u^{j=10} \),
is set in Step 2. An ANN-SFM, $N^j_{k=1} D_{i=1}$, with the unit number, $u^{j=10}$, is trained, validated, and tested with a randomly given weight and bias in the hidden layer in Step 3. In Step 4, the 20 individual ANN-SFM, $N^j_{k=1,...,20} D_{i=1}$, with the constant unit number, $u^{j=10}$, are made by initializing the weight and bias every time as repeating Step 3 twenty times. In Step 5, the one good performance ANN-SFM can be then selected among the 20 ones, $N^j_{k=1,...,20} D_{i=1}$, by the indices of Eqs. (11), (12) and (13). Once the one good performance model has been selected, repeat Steps 3 to 5 as increasing the unit number with the interval of 10 units. Steps 3, 4, and 5 are iteratively conducted up to the unit number = 200, $u^{j=200}$. Consequently, the 20 good performance models can be chosen for each unit number, as illustrated in Step 7. Among the 20 good performance models, the one better performance model with its accompanying unit number can be selected in Step 8. Steps 2 to 8 are, so to speak, the selection procedure for the better model and its accompanying unit number.

Steps 1 to 9 are repeated for the data sets of $D_{i=1}$ to $D_{i=12}$ since changing the data set as demonstrated in Step 9, may result in obtaining 12 better performance models with their better acceptable unit number in Step 10. In Step 11, the best performance model with its best relevant unit number as well as the best supervising data set can be chosen for the given lead time.

The following indices to judge the performance of the ANN-SFM are implemented: the correlation coefficient (CC) and normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) in percentage as done in Kim et al. [12].

$$\text{NRMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{\eta_{\text{obs},i} - \eta_{\text{pred},i}}{\left( \eta_{\text{obs,max}} - \eta_{\text{obs,min}} \right)} \right)^2}$$

(11)
where, $\eta_{obs,i}$ is the observed surge level, $\eta_{fore,i}$ is the forecasted surge level, $\eta_{obs}$ is the averaged observation, $\eta_{fore}$ is the average value of the forecasted surge level, $\eta_{obs,max}$ is the observed highest surge level, $\eta_{obs,min}$ is the observed lowest surge level and $i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$.

4. Results and discussion

4.1 Accuracy of the good performance model

Due to initially and randomly assigned weights and biases in the training phase, results obtained from individual ANN-SFMs show differences in accuracy, even though those are trained by the identical input and output data, and training algorithm. For example, the independent 957 ANN-SFMs, $N_{k=1,\ldots,957}^{j=10} D_{i=1}$, were trained by the data set, $D_{i=1}$, with the 10 units for the 24 h lead time. Then, their correlation coefficients (CCs) were calculated, as shown in Fig. 3 (a). It was found that CCs are scattered in the range of 0.5411 to 0.9474. When having a look at $N_{k=1,\ldots,20}^{j=10} D_{i=1}$ in the horizontal axis, the highest CC value is found at 0.9046, as seen in Fig. 3 (b). The model, $N_{k=2}^{j=10} D_{i=1}$, indexing the highest CC of 0.9046 can be treated as a good performance model among the 20 candidate models, $N_{k=1,\ldots,20}^{j=10} D_{i=1}$. Meanwhile, the model, $N_{k=890}^{j=10} D_{i=1}$, reveals the highest CC of 0.9474 among the 957 models, $N_{k=1,\ldots,957}^{j=10} D_{i=1}$. In other words, the model, $N_{k=890}^{j=10} D_{i=1}$, may be selected for a good performance model among the 957 ones. Consequently, it was found that the accuracy of ANN-SFM randomly varies with some ranges. However, the appropriate number ($N_{k=1,\ldots,max}$) of ANN-SFM ($N_{k}^{j} D_{i}$), is not well
known for determining the good performance model: how many models are sufficient is uncertain for choosing the most accurate model. Therefore, in the present study, it is assumed that the maximum $N_{k=1,\ldots,20}$ is appropriate to decide the good performance model in order to reduce time-consuming processes. The determination of the optimal number of the model is beyond the scope of this study.

Furthermore, it was found that the values of CC and NRMSE sometimes indicate different performances of ANN-SFM. For instance, when the data set, $D_{i=1}$, trains the ANN-SFM with the unit number $= 60$, the values of CC and NRMSE indicated the different models as the good performance models, as seen in Fig. 4: the highest CC value can be obtained from the model, $N_{k=11}^{i=60}D_{i=1}$, while the lowest NRMSE value is acquired from the model, $N_{k=16}^{i=60}D_{i=1}$.

These results are in line with results described in Mentaschi et al. [27]. Hence, the use of two indices makes it more difficult in deciding which ANN-SFM is best/better/good. Therefore, the statistical indicator (HH) is finally implemented, as defined by

$$HH = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (\eta_{\text{fore},i} - \eta_{\text{obs},i})^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \eta_{\text{fore},i} \eta_{\text{obs},i}}}$$

(13)

which is introduced initially by Hanna and Heinold [7], to overcome the above difficulties.

4.2 Accuracy of the better performance model

First, the good performance model among the twenty models trained with each unit number in the data set, $D_{i=1}$, consisting of the surge level (SS), the sea-level pressure (SLP), and the depression rate of the sea-level pressure (DSLP), is selected in Steps 1 to 4 and evaluated by the statistical indices of CC, NRMSE and HH. Figure 5 shows the indices of the
selected good performance models in each unit number in the data set, $D_{i=1}$. The good performance ANN-SFMs trained for the lead times of 5 and 12 hours reveal the NRMSE values of approximately 5 to 7% with the range of 1% along the unit number, while those for the lead time of 24 hours shows the NRMSE values larger than 7% with the bandwidth of 3%, see Fig. 5(a). There is a similar tendency in the value of CC, see Fig. 5 (b): the CC values for the lead times of 5 and 12 hours vary with the range of 0.005, while those for the 24 h lead time change with the range of 0.06. The change of HH is also apparent as the lead time is longer, see Fig. 5 (c). Hence, it is clear that the fluctuation width of the model error becomes substantial when the lead time becomes longer. Figure 5 shows no evidence of a tendency of a significant improvement in the forecasted surge level, as increasing the unit number in the data set, $D_{i=1}$.

As discussed in the previous section, the values of CC and NRMSE are diverse for the 5 h lead time: $N_{k=2}^{j=50}D_{i=1}$ is better for CC, while $N_{k=14}^{j=30}D_{i=1}$ is better for NRMSE, respectively, see Fig 4 (a). Therefore, from now on the index of HH will be used to evaluate the ANN-SFM model to remove the uncertainty came from the difference of the evaluations between two indices of CC and NRMSE. As a result, the better performance ANN-SFMs is achieved based on three indices in the data set, $D_{i=1}$: $N_{k=6}^{j=50}D_{i=1}$, $N_{k=2}^{j=130}D_{i=1}$, and $N_{k=17}^{j=70}D_{i=1}$ with the associated unit number (j): 50, 130, and 70 for the 5, 12, and 24 h lead times, respectively.

Figures 6, 7, and 8 show the HH values of the good performance models evaluated in each unit number in each data set for the 5, 12, and 24 h lead times, respectively. For the data set, $D_{i=2}$, combining SS, SLP, DSLP, and WS, the ANN-SFMs for the 5 and 12 h lead times reveal the HH values in the range of approximately 0.17 to 0.23 against the unit number, while the ANN-SFMs for the 24 h lead time show the highest HH in the range of 0.27 to 0.33. Consequently, it can be found that a fluctuation of the HH values becomes larger, when the lead time is longer, as found in the data set $D_{i=1}$. The statistical indicators of HH show that accuracies of the ANN-SFMs for the 5, 12, and 24 h lead times are insignificantly improved,
as increasing the unit number. Nevertheless, the better performance models with the associated unit numbers of 40, 190, and 110 are selected for each lead time: \( N_{k=17}^{j=40} D_{i=2}, \) \( N_{k=20}^{j=190} D_{i=2}, \) and \( N_{k=5}^{j=110} D_{i=2}, \) respectively.

Next, the HH values of the good performance models selected in each unit number trained by the data set, \( D_{i=3}, \) are plotted, when adding the wind direction (WD) to the data set, \( D_{i=2}. \) Overall, a behavior of the HH values against the unit number in the data set, \( D_{i=2}, \) is very similar to that in the data set, \( D_{i=2}. \) The values of HH for the 5 and 12 h lead times are similar each other in the range of 0.15 to 0.22, while those for 24 h lead time are slightly larger in the range of 0.25 to 0.32. The results show that the better performance models with the associated unit number of 70, 40, and 170 were obtained for the 5, 12, and 24 h lead times: \( N_{k=3}^{j=70} D_{i=3}, \) \( N_{k=10}^{j=40} D_{i=3}, \) and \( N_{k=20}^{j=170} D_{i=3}, \) respectively.

The results of the data set, \( D_{i=4}, \) which combines SS, SLP, DSLP, and the typhoon position (both the longitude (LG) and latitude (LT)), show that the HH values of the good performance models for all the lead times are in the range of 0.07 to 0.14. The HH values in the data set, \( D_{i=4}, \) are significantly lower than those in the data sets, \( D_{i=1,2,3}. \) Especially, it was found that the 24 h lead time forecast model trained by the data set, \( D_{i=4}, \) obtains the significantly lower HH values in comparison with those acquired by the 24 h lead time forecast models trained by the data sets, \( D_{i=1,2,3}. \) In addition, the ranges of the HH values in the data set, \( D_{i=4}, \) are apparently narrower than those in the data sets, \( D_{i=1,2,3}. \) As a result, the use of the unit numbers, \( u^{j=170}, u^{j=120}, \) and \( u^{j=160}, \) gives the better performance for all the lead times: \( N_{k=10}^{j=170} D_{i=4}, \) \( N_{k=10}^{j=120} D_{i=4}, \) and \( N_{k=13}^{j=160} D_{i=4}, \) respectively.

Contrary to the results in the previous data sets, \( D_{i=1,2,3,4}, \) it is found in the data set, \( D_{i=5}, \) that accuracies of the models tend to diverse and become lower when the good performance models are trained by SS, SLP, DSLP, LG, LT, and WS in the data set, \( D_{i=5}. \) For
example, the HH values for the 24 h lead time seem to increase from 0.15 to 0.24 as increasing the unit number. Based on the HH values, the 24 h-forecast ANN-SFM, \(N_{j=10}^{j=130} D_{i=5}\), could be selected as the better performance model among the 20 good performance models. For the 5 and 12 h-forecast ANN-SFMs, the models, \(N_{j=8}^{j=40} D_{i=5}\) and \(N_{j=4}^{j=70} D_{i=5}\), appear to be the better-performed models, respectively.

In the data set, \(D_{i=6}\), including SS, SLP, DSLP, LG, LT, WS and WD, the HH values tend to be larger as increasing the unit number, which is similar to the tendency of the data set, \(D_{i=5}\). This tendency is much significant in the HH evaluated for the 24 h-forecast model. From the results of the data set, \(D_{i=6}\), the use of the unit number, \(u_{i=10}\), is the best rather than the use of others. As a result, the ANN-SFMs, \(N_{j=3}^{j=10} D_{i=6}\), \(N_{j=10}^{j=10} D_{i=6}\), and \(N_{j=6}^{j=10} D_{i=6}\), are chosen for the better performance models for all the lead times, respectively.

When training a model with the data set, \(D_{i=7}\), which combines SS, SLP, DSLP, LG, LT, and the central atmospheric pressure of typhoon (CAP), the HH value of good performance models shows a much similar change to that of the previous models trained by the data set, \(D_{i=4}\), which consists of SS, SLP, DSLP, LG, and LT. As discussed in the data set, \(D_{i=4}\), the HH values for all three lead times scatter below 0.12 along with the unit number. The scattering pattern of \(D_{i=7}\) is very similar to that of the data set, \(D_{i=4}\). On the other hand, a variation of HH in the data set, \(D_{i=7}\), is significantly narrower and more stable than that in the data set, \(D_{i=4}\). For instance, the HH value of the 24 h lead time in the data set, \(D_{i=7}\), shows the smaller range of 0.0276 between 0.0784 to 0.106 in comparison with the corresponding HH value in the data set, \(D_{i=4}\), which is in the range of 0.0644 between 0.0774 to 0.1418. As done in the previous data sets, the better performance ANN-SFMs, \(N_{j=100}^{j=100} D_{i=7}\), \(N_{j=90}^{j=90} D_{i=7}\), and \(N_{j=40}^{j=40} D_{i=7}\), with the unit numbers, \(u_{j=100}\), \(u_{j=90}\), and \(u_{j=40}\), could be chosen for the 5, 12, and 24 h lead times, respectively.
When the ANN-SFM is trained by the data set, $D_{i=8}$, which combines SS, SLP, DSLP, LG, LT, CAP, and WS, the HH value in $D_{i=8}$ is generally larger than that in $D_{i=7}$. In this data set, the HH value has a slightly increasing tendency, as increasing the unit number. Among the twenty good performance models, the better performance ANN-SFMs, $N_{k=14}^{j=120} D_{i=8}$, $N_{k=8}^{j=80} D_{i=8}$, and $N_{k=7}^{j=70} D_{i=8}$, with the unit numbers, $u^{j=10}$, $u^{j=80}$, and $u^{j=70}$, could be selected for the lead times of 5, 12, and 24 hours, respectively.

In the data set, $D_{i=9}$, consisting of SS, SLP, DSLP, LG, LT, CAP, WS and WD, the HH value shows a similar trend to that obtained from the data set, $D_{i=8}$: an accuracy becomes lower, as increasing the unit number. Among the twenty good performance models, the better performance models are found with the associated unit numbers of 70, 190, and 10 for the lead times of 5, 12, and 24 hours: $N_{k=6}^{j=70} D_{i=9}$, $N_{k=16}^{j=80} D_{i=9}$, and $N_{k=3}^{j=10} D_{i=9}$ respectively.

When training the ANN-SFM with the data set, $D_{i=10}$ that combines SS, SLP, DSLP, LG, LT, CAP, and HWS, the HH value particularly for the 24 h-forecast ANN-SFM increases in the range of 0.13 to 0.20, as increasing the unit number. On the other hand, the HH values are relatively stable in the 5 and 12 h-forecast models, fluctuating in the range of 0.0574 to 0.1018. Among the selected twenty good performance models, the better performance models with the associated unit numbers of 70, 160, and 30 were chosen for the lead times of 5, 12, and 24 hours: $N_{k=14}^{j=70} D_{i=10}$, $N_{k=6}^{j=160} D_{i=10}$, and $N_{k=12}^{j=30} D_{i=10}$ respectively.

When using the data set, $D_{i=11}$, of SS, SLP, DSLP, LG, LT, CAP, HWS, and WS, the behavior of the HH values for all the forecasts is similar to that of the data set, $D_{i=10}$: it becomes in general larger, as increasing the unit number. In the case of the data set 11, $D_{i=11}$, the better performance models with the unit numbers of 30, 20, and 20 were selected for the lead times of 5, 12, and 24 hours: $N_{k=14}^{j=30} D_{i=11}$, $N_{k=8}^{j=20} D_{i=11}$, and $N_{k=15}^{j=20} D_{i=11}$ respectively.
Finally, in the data set, $D_{i=12}$, when enlarging the unit number, the HH value significantly increases in all the good performance forecast models. The HH values apparently vary from 0.095 to 0.20. Similar to the models in the data set, $D_{i=11}$, the better performance models appear at the smallest/small unit number and then, the relevant unit numbers were 10, 10, and 30 for the lead times of 5, 12, and 24 hours: $N_{k=18}^{j=10}D_{i=12}$, $N_{k=17}^{j=10}D_{i=12}$, and $N_{k=12}^{j=30}D_{i=12}$, respectively.

Until now, we have assessed the performance of the 5, 12, and 24 h-forecast ANN-SFMs trained, validated, and tested by the data sets, $D_{i=1,...,12}$, which combine the meteorological, hydrodynamic and typhoon-characteristic parameters, to find out the appropriate set of the input parameter and the unit number in the hidden layer. Through the selection procedure, it was found that as increasing the unit number, the HH value for the 5 h-forecast ANN-AFM constantly fluctuates within the specific ranges in the data sets of $D_{i=1,2,3,4,7,8,10}$. On the other hand, the HH value becomes gradually larger in the data sets of $D_{i=5,6,9,11,12}$. For the 12 h-forecast ANN-AFM, the HH value is constant in the data sets of $D_{i=1,2,3,4,7,10}$ when the unit number increases, but it increases in the data sets of $D_{i=5,6,8,9,11,12}$. For the 24 h-forecast ANN-AFM, the HH value fluctuates with the constant range in the data sets of $D_{i=1,3,4,7}$, while it gradually increases in other the data sets. Also, it was found for the 24 h-forecast model trained by the data sets of $D_{i=5,6,8,9,10,11,12}$ that the better performance ANN-AFM is obtained by using the smallest unit number as shown in other studies. It becomes apparent that the accuracy of the ANN-SFM may not always accompany with the increase of the unit number. As in consequence, the performance of the ANN-SFM shows the unique feature depending on not only the data set but also the unit number. Therefore, it can be said that the selection process proposed in the present study is able to determine the better performance model with the appropriate set of the input parameter and the unit number.
4.3 Accuracy of the best performance model

The best performance model accompanied by the most appropriate set of the input parameters and the unit number can be determined among the twelve better performance models previously chosen in the twelve data sets, as shown in Fig. 9. When the data sets, $D_{i=1,2,3}$, which combine the parameters of SS, SLP, DSLP, WS, and WD, train ANN-SFMs, their accuracies are generally lower than the others, for instance, trained by the data sets, $D_{i=4\ldots,12}$. When training with the data set, $D_{i=10}$, which consists of SS, SLP, DSLP, LG, LT, CAP, and HWS, the highest accuracies of the 5 and 12 h-forecast ANN-SFMs are obtained with the most relevant unit numbers of 70 and 160, respectively (also see Fig. 10). For the 24 h-forecast ANN-AFM, the higher accuracy could be acquired when training with the data sets, $D_{i=4}$ (the parameters: SS, SLP, DSLP, LG, and LT) and $D_{i=7}$ (SS, SLP, DSLP, LG, LT, and CAP). Thus, the best performance 5 and 12 h-forecast ANN-SFMs ($N_{k=14}^{j=70}D_{i=10}$ and $N_{k=6}^{j=160}D_{i=10}$) are chosen with the unit numbers, $u^{j=70}$ and $u^{j=160}$, that are trained by the data set, $D_{i=10}$ (SS, SLP, DSLP, LG, LT, CAP, and HWS). The best performance 24 h-forecast ANN-SFM, $N_{k=13}^{j=160}D_{i=4}$, is determined with the most appropriate combination of the unit number, $u^{j=160}$ and the data set, $D_{i=4}$, consisting of SS, SLP, DSLP, LG, and LT (also see Fig. 11).

For the 5 and 12 h lead times, the forecast model starts to operate from a time when the typhoon is more closely approaching to the coast of Sakai Minato where the typhoon’s wind and pressure field affects the sea level rise. Because of this reason, the inclusion of the typhoon characteristics as well as the local sea level pressure in the input data set is highly imperative, for achieving the best performance. As the typhoon either approaches to or gets away from Sakai Minato, it can be expected that the relation between the storm surge and the typhoon characteristics might be strongly correlated with each other even though there is a short lag.
Therefore, for the 24 h lead time, the forecast model starts from a time when the typhoon might not impact weather conditions in Sakai Minato. It might not generate the sea level disturbance on the coast of Sakai Minato, because the typhoon is in offshore sea toward the southwest of Kyushu Island, where is in a distance of approximately 700 km. As the typhoon moves to or away from Sakai Minato, one would expect a weaker correlation between the storm surge and the typhoon characteristics except for the typhoon position. Therefore, the critical parameters may be clarified into two groups: one is the local sea level pressure and the typhoon position; another is the typhoon characteristics, especially, for the 24-lead time at Sakai Minato.

4.4 Discussion

In the present study, the best performance ANN-SFM is chosen through the selection procedure to improve the accuracy of the storm surge forecast at the Sakai Minato on the Tottori coast, as focusing on the determination of the input parameter in the input layer and the unit number in the hidden one. As a result, the accuracy of the ANN-SFM is improved. The lowest HH values ($HH_{\text{best}}$) are 0.057, 0.065, and 0.1185 evaluated in the best performance 5, 12, and 24 forecast models ($N_{k=14}^{j=70}D_{l=10}$, $N_{k=6}^{j=160}D_{l=10}$, and $N_{k=13}^{j=160}D_{l=4}$), respectively, on the other hand, the highest HHs ($HH_{\text{worst}}$) are 0.420, 0.5398, and 0.8869 in the worst performance 5, 12, and 24 forecast models ($N_{k=14}^{j=150}D_{l=2}$, $N_{k=5}^{j=100}D_{l=2}$, and $N_{k=12}^{j=180}D_{l=2}$). Their differences between the highest and lowest HHs are 0.363, 0.4748, and 0.7684 for the 5, 12, and 24 h-forecast models, respectively: the difference can be reduced up to 86.4 % to 138.6 %, which is calculated by:

$$\left(\frac{HH_{\text{worst}} - HH_{\text{best}}}{HH_{\text{worst}}}\right) \times 100$$ (14)
Through the systematic and objective selection procedure, the indefiniteness comes from the following questions might be at least removed: how many units in the hidden layer are necessary; what input parameters consist of in the data set; what combination of the unit and the parameter is most appropriate.

Furthermore, the following question will remain from the physical perspectives: why the data sets, \( D_{t=10} \) (storm surge (SS), sea level pressure (SLP), depression of sea level pressure (DSLP), longitude (LG), latitude (LT), central atmospheric pressure (CAP), and highest wind speed (HWS)) and \( D_{t=4} \) (SS, SLP, DSLP, LG, and LT) are suitable for the 5 and 12, and 24 h lead times, respectively. Based on the current results, the parameters, SS, SLP, DSLP, LG, LT, CAP, and HWS, significantly affected, and are most relevant to the accuracy of the forecast models with the 5 and 12 h lead times. In addition, it can be said that the data sets, \( D_{t=4} \), (SS, SLP, DSLP, LG, and LT) and, \( D_{t=7} \), (SS, SLP, DSLP, LG, LT, and CAP) are also impactive for the 5 and 12 h-forecast models. In other words, when the storm surge is shortly forecasted with the 5 or 12 h lead times at Sakai Minato, the storm surge level is absolutely governed by the typhoon characteristics that are the longitude, the latitude, the central atmospheric pressure (CAP), and the highest wind speed (HWS) near the typhoon center.

However, when the storm surge is predicted with the 24 h lead time at Sakai Minato, the accuracy of the 24 h-forecast model is apparently influenced by the parameters of the local atmospheric components observed near Sakai Minato, the typhoon position, and its central pressure.

Also, the further question can be directed to the regional specification for the best combination of the appropriate unit number and input parameter set. While the best performing data set of the input parameters is highly dependent on a specific area, the most suitable unit number in the hidden layer relevant to the best data set seems to be less accurate for the area.
In other words, the clarification of the input parameters should have a higher priority over the
determination of the unit number in a region. The first approach to the development of the 5
and 12 h-forecast models might be the use of the combination of the local sea level pressures
and typhoon characteristics, while that of the 24 h-forecast one might be the use of the local
sea level pressures and typhoon position. Then, other combinations of the potential input
parameters are able to suggest the candidates to be applied to the present novel selection
procedure. Once the appropriate data set is determined, and the unit number can be then found
out by using the selection procedure proposed in the study. Unlike Sakai Minato, the best
performing set may vary with a particular location, probably depending on characteristics of a
storm surge and a typhoon. Nevertheless, the novel systematic and objective selection
procedure can be applied to other sites when developing an artificial neural network-based
storm surge forecast model for a relatively long lead time.

The best performed-storm surge forecast models show the highly promising accuracy,
as shown in Figs. 18 and 19. In the study, we have dealt with the data 460 hours long collected
from three typhoon events in order to propose the novel selection procedure. In the meanwhile,
one might be curious about the actual forecast capacity of the best performing model. The
present study has been aiming at the introduction to the novel method, which one could
determine the best performing model and its relevant unit number among the potentials, the
capacity in the real practice has been beyond the present study so far. For this reason, the current
best performing model chosen in the study could not be sustained in the practical application.
One thing was not considered was the training data size that is relatively short to directly adopt
the forecast model chosen here to the field site. Therefore, for guaranteeing the feasibility of
the storm surge forecast model, which is trained and then decided, against the independent
typhoon event or future one, the training with the massive data size collected from the typhoons
and accompanied input components is essential. In the practical application, if the storm surge
and relevant atmospheric components measured are sufficiently long, the feasibility could promise. However, the real site might not acquire such the data length for ensuring the viability.

One of its alternatives to make a sufficiently lengthy database is the reproduction of the historical typhoon and storm surge event using an atmospheric general circulation model and ocean circulation one. Inclusion of the future event, extracted from, for instance, a Database for Policy Decision making for Future climate change (d4PDF) (Mizuta et al., [28]), in the database might be one of alternative ways.

5. Conclusions

The present study proposed a systematic and objective selection procedure for establishing a suitable Artificial Neural Network-based storm Surge Forecast Model (ANN-SFM) and described the application of ANN-SFM to the Sakai Minato port on the Tottori coast, Japan to predict the storm surge level with the lead times of 5, 12, and 24 hours. In the selection procedure, twenty ANN-SFMs are individually trained by the data set with 10 unit numbers, and the best performed model is then selected from the statistical assessment of HH given in Eq. (3). The procedure is repeated by varying the unit number from 20 to 200 with the increment of 10 units. As a result, the twenty good performance ANN-SFMs are chosen in each unit number. Among the twenty good performance ANN-SFMs, the better performance model is selected with the relevant set of the unit number and the input parameter. These steps are iteratively conducted against the twelve data sets, consisting of the meteorological and hydrodynamic parameters observed at the local stations on the Tottori coast (the surge level, the sea level pressure, the drop rate of the sea level pressure, the wind speed, and the wind direction) and the typhoon characteristic parameters (the longitude and latitude of the typhoon,
the central atmospheric pressure of the typhoon, and the highest wind speed near the typhoon center). Hence, the twelve better performance ANN-SFMs are selected in each data set. Among the twelve better performance models, the best performance ANN-SFM is finally determined with the associated set of the unit number and the input parameters.

From the results of applications at Sakai Minato, it was found that the accuracy of the ANN-SFM fluctuated with some ranges and was not necessarily improved with solely increasing the unit number. For instance, when training the ANN-SFM for the 24 h lead time with the data set of surge level, sea level pressure and the drop rate of sea level pressure, the accuracy of the model was constant even though the unit number was increased. But, when training it with the data set of the surge level, the sea level pressure, and the drop rate of the sea level pressure, the longitude and latitude of the typhoon, and the wind speed, the accuracy is improved when increasing the unit number. In this manner, the better performance model can be chosen among the twenty good performance models as varying the unit number. Of twelve better performance models with the associated unit numbers in each data set, the best performance model can be established with the relevant set of the unit number and the input parameters. At Sakai Minato on the Tottori coast, the best performance 5 h (12 h)-forecast models are made when paring 70 units (160 units) and the input parameters of surge level, sea level pressure, the depression rate of sea level pressure, longitude and latitude, central atmospheric pressure and highest wind speed. The best performed 24 h-forecast ANN-SFM was determined as combining the 160 units and the input parameter of the surge level, the sea level pressure, the depression rate of the sea level pressure, and the longitude and latitude.

As discussed in Section 4.4, the characteristics of the best storm surge forecast model systematically determined in this study may not be universal in terms of the appropriate set of the unit number and the input parameters. Otherwise, the systematic selection procedure
proposed in the present study is applicable to develop the ANN-based storm surge forecast models on a coast.
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Table 1. Parameters of the Levenberg-Marquardt back-propagation method in the training and validation phases.

Table 2. List of data sets: wind speed (WS), wind direction (WD), sea-level pressure (SLP), drop of sea-level pressure (DSLP), longitude (LG) and latitude (LT) of typhoon, central atmospheric pressure of typhoon (CAP), highest wind speed near typhoon center (HWS), and surge level (SS: the difference between the observed and predicted sea surface levels).

Fig. 1 The Tottori coast with typhoon tracks. (a) Typhoons with symbols ( is typhoon and is cyclone or tropical depression); (b) the stations for the meteorological and hydrodynamic parameters ( the meteorological station and the hydrodynamic station)

Fig. 2 Schematic flow of the selection procedure for selecting the best performance model with the pair of relevant unit number and data set for a given lead time.

Fig. 3 Correlation coefficients of the ANN-SFMs with the 24 h lead time after testing using the data set 1: (a) is the correlation coefficients obtained by the 957 ANN-SFMs, \( N_{k=1,...,957}^{i=10} D_{l=1} \). (b) same but the 1st ANN-SFM to 20th one (= \( N_{k=1,...,20}^{i=10} D_{l=1} \)).

Fig. 4 Correlation coefficients (CCs), normalized root mean square errors (NRMSEs, %) and statistical indicators (HHs) against the unit number, evaluated among the 20 ANN-SFMs (=...
$N_{k=1,...,20D_{t=1}}^{u=10}$ in each unit number after training, verifying and testing them by the data set, $D_{t=1}$, for the 5 h lead time.

Fig. 5 Normalized root mean square errors (NRMSEs, %) in (a), Correlation coefficients (CCs) in (b) and statistical indicators (HHs) in (c) of the good performance ANN-SFMs in each unit number of $u^{j=10}$ to $u^{j=200}$ trained by the data set, $D_{t=1}$ for the lead times of 5, 12 and 24 hours.

Fig. 6 Statistical indicators (HHs) of the good performance ANN-SFMs in each unit number of $u^{j=10}$ to $u^{j=200}$ trained by the data set, $D_{t=2}$ for the lead times of 5, 12 and 24 hours.

Fig. 7 Same as Fig. 6 but using the data set, $D_{t=3}$.

Fig. 8 Same as Fig. 7 but using the data set, $D_{t=4}$.

Fig. 9 Same as Fig. 8 but using the data set, $D_{t=5}$.

Fig. 10 Same as Fig. 9 but using the data set, $D_{t=6}$.

Fig. 11 Same as Fig. 10 but using the data set, $D_{t=7}$.

Fig. 12 Same as Fig. 11 but using the data set, $D_{t=8}$.

Fig. 13 Same as Fig. 12 but using the data set, $D_{t=9}$.
Fig. 14 Same as Fig. 13 but using the data set, $D_{i=10}$.

Fig. 15 Same as Fig. 14 but using the data set, $D_{i=11}$.

Fig. 16 Same as Fig. 15 but using the data set, $D_{i=12}$.

Fig. 17 Statistical indicators (HHs) against the data sets for the best performance 5, 12 and 24 h-forecast ANN-AFMs among the twelve better ANN-SFMs.

Fig. 18 Comparisons of observation and forecasts from the 5 and 12 h lead time ANN-SFMs ($N_{k=14}^{j=10}D_{i=10}$ and $N_{k=6}^{j=160}D_{i=10}$) after training, validating and testing with the relevant set of the 70 and 160 unit numbers and the input parameters of SS, SLP, DSLP, LG, LT, CAP and HWS.

Fig. 19 Comparisons of observation and forecasts from the 24 h lead time ANN-SFMs ($N_{k=13}^{j=160}D_{i=4}$) after training, validating and testing with the relevant set of the 160 unit number and the input parameters of SS, SLP, DSLP, LG and LT.